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Ricardo completes final stage of Lloyd’s 
Register Rail acquisition 
 

 Successful completion of Chinese joint venture rail 
acquisition part owned by Lloyd’s Register Group in China 

 Ricardo Rail continues to grow its international footprint 
into the important Chinese rail market 

 

Ricardo plc has confirmed today that, following Chinese government approval, the 

transfer of a small rail joint venture (JV) owned by Lloyd’s Register Group and CCS in 

China is now complete. This now concludes the transfer of the Lloyd’s Register Rail 

business to Ricardo.      

 

“The Ricardo Rail business is performing well across its existing international footprint 

and with the addition of the Chinese JV, we are now well placed to maximize our position 

in this fast-growing and increasingly important rail market,” commented Ricardo plc CEO 

Dave Shemmans. “I would also like to extend a warm welcome to the former CCS LR JV 

employees who have today joined the Ricardo family.” 

 

“China is an important rail market, having built the world’s largest high speed rail network 

over the last 15 years,” added Ricardo Rail managing director Paul Seller. “Almost 

20,000 kilometres of new high speed lines carry 800m passengers per year – half of the 

total high speed rail traffic in the world. A key focus for the rail sector now is on urban 

transit systems with approvals or construction already started in over 80 cities. The 

export market, particularly across South East Asia, will also become increasingly 

important to its domestic equipment manufacturers.” 
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 NOTES TO EDITORS: 

 
 
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering, technology, 
project innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing outstanding value 
through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low emission, class-leading 
product innovation and robust strategic implementation. With almost a century of delivering 
excellence through technology, our client list includes the world's major transportation original 
equipment manufacturers, supply chain organizations, energy companies, financial institutions 
and governments. Guided by our corporate values of respect, integrity, creativity & innovation 
and passion, we enable our customers to achieve sustainable growth and commercial 
success. For more information, visit www.ricardo.com. 
 
 
Ricardo Rail is the rail consultancy and assurance business of Ricardo. Based on the former 
LR Rail business now acquired by Ricardo, it provides expert independent assurance and 
consultancy services to organisations across the industry to help develop, assure and improve 
the safety, quality and performance of the world’s rail systems. Ricardo Rail has an 
international reach and presence through a network of 17 regional offices across Europe, Asia 
and the Middle East, with a team of over 450 rail engineers and specialists. Further 
information is available at http://rail.ricardo.com/.  
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